Leeds Inspired - Round 4 Large Grants
Project
Beeston Festival - Beeston
Festival Performances

Description
Work with arts and sports practitioners to deliver
workshops and activities at the Beeston Festival
2013.

Casey Orr - Saturday Girl

A photographic exhibition about young women in
Leeds. The exhibition will be accompanied by a
programme of film screenings, lectures, performances
and drop in workshops.

Emma Bolland - Place and
Memory

Three artists mentoring 6-8 adults with experience of
mental ill-health to create a film, exhibition and book.
The work will be included in Love Arts Festival 2013.

Hamara - Dancing Diva City

A year long project for young women, working with
DAZL and SAA-UK to create a new dance and drama
piece that will be performed performance and
exhibition.

Invisible Flock - Bring the
Happy

A large scale finale performance of Bring The Happy
at Leeds Town Hall taking place over two nights at the
end of 2013.

Jabadao - The Tig

The Tig is an inflatable walk-in sculpture housing
movement and play workshops for children aged 0-6
and their families. The Tig will tour to five West Leeds
Childrens Centres in Summer 2013.

Lumen - Recon

An exciting new festival of music, sonic arts and
critical thinking that takes place in multiple venues. A
celebration of sonic trailblazing that takes place
across venues in Leeds and Bradford.

Morley Literature Festival The Word on the Street

New poetry strand to the festival including a
commissioned poet, street poetry in public places, in
pubs, on toilet doors. A new poetry commission from
donations of words to the poetry collection bucket and
a series of poetry workshops, trails and events.

Out of School Activities
Team - The World of Rugby

A Rugby League World Cup themed mural project
with 10 youth groups, to create new work for the
International Festival of World Cups in July.

PLaY Theatre - Emerge

A year long writers development programme that links
into a programme of work that supports emerging
theatre makers in the city.

Space 2 Choir - Singing on
the Edge

A new weekly choir for homeless and recovering
communities led by an experienced Choir Director
and in partnership with homeless charities.
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Speak to the Streets – LS1

A city centre urban music and dance celebration for a
series of new, monthly Speak To The Streets events.

The Conservation Volunteers
- The Big Weekend

Work with artists, craftspeople and storytellers at the
Skelton Grange traditional woodland/countryside
crafts day.

4,210

2,500

